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1/1 Running 0. 4m. From the top level, you can hit the following keys to go to different.Piers Morgan
tweeted a funny threat to @DuckDuckGo founder @duckduckgo, who had used the term “hoax” in

response to a tweet from Morgan asking if Google was trying to “manipulate” the 2020 election. (You
can read the full exchange here.) After Morgan tweeted an image of a backpack bomb, DDG replied:
“If anyone’s interested, here’s the most advanced bomb available on the market today. When the
chat’s second last response came, Morgan added: “That’s the ‘hoax’ part.” DDG’s Michael Alpert

replied to Morgan, “I’ll have to clear that up with a judge.” Piers Morgan’s tweet on 4chan has been
deleted. Here’s the exchange: DuckDuckGo has not deleted Morgan’s tweet, which continued to

trend on Twitter, or deleted his response to Alpert’s “Hoax.” This is the threat from Morgan’s tweet:
“There is a surprising reason why I took a photo of a bomb. Much love and respect to Tom, Nick, and
the rest of the team.” Morgan, who has been the object of criticism and ridicule from comedians and
other public figures for his behavior on social media, has faced increasing scrutiny for his “punching

up” style that often includes headlines such as “‘Nazi’: Trump Thinks He Will Be Called That” or
“‘F***’: How Trump Landed in Europe’s Biggest Refugee Crisis,” and of accusing political opponents

of “hate crimes.” Earlier in the day, when Alpert was responding to him, Morgan asked about the
election saying: “‘hoax’. Isn’t this election being hacked, hacked, hacked? I mean, is [Donald Trump]
not winning the election? I mean, it is, isn’t it? It is. Can I ask, ‘hoax?'” Morgan tagged Alpert’s DDG

Twitter account in his tweet. That
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